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Istomin Shows Variety and Feeling
Eugene Istomin, pianist, play­
ed to a packed audience for the 
fourth in the Lawrence Commun­
ity Artist Series. March 17. 1960. 
He displayed brilliant technique 
and control during the greater 
part of the evening. Enthusias­
tic to the end of two encores, 
the audience was treated to gen­
erally brilliant pianistic feats.
Mr. Istomin displayed strong 
technique and a feeling for the 
strength and power of the Beet­
hoven “Waldstein” Sonata, as 
well as for classic intimacy of 
the Haydn “Sonata in A Major.”
Along with the strong, impet­
uous character of the Beethoven 
sonata, the highlight of the eve­
ning was the Ravel “Gaspard 
de la Nuit” . This event showed
Istomin as master of coloristic 
techniques and feeling for the 
piano. The pianist kept the crisp­
ness as well as the slightly biz­
arre quality of Ravel’s music.
For those who were looking for 
beauty of line especially in the 
Chopin “Nocturne in F Major” 
and in the "Fantasie Impromp­
tu” , Istomin fell short. For him 
Chopin lacked subtleties and a 
singing character. This was true 
of the Schumann also, however, 
in this number, Istomin at least 
showed good technique.
Eugene Istomin was awarded 
while here a national honorary 
membership in Pi Kappa Lamb­
da, national honorary music so­
ciety, by Lawrence College’s 
Alpha Theta chapter.
Faculty Committee Reverses Decision On Beer; Party Moves to Stroebe's Island
By PAT DANIELS
Until yesterday. Kappa Alpha 
Theta and Beta Theta Pi had 
permission to set up a bar. to 
serve beer, at Knights of Pyth­
ias Hall for the “Scandals of 
’^7” party tomorrow. The per­
mission had been granted by an 
administrative committee, con­
sisting of the three deans and 
the president. The committee 
had felt that approval of this 
would be only another interpre­
tation of the college rule con­
cerning drinking on campus and 
at college functions, rather than 
a change of that rule.
The faculty Committee on Ad­
ministration met yesterday to 
review the permissions which 
had been granted. According to 
the statement released after the 
meeting, the committee felt that 
“ rather than a proper interpre­
tation of the existing college rule 
on the use of intoxicants, . . . 
the permission would be a sig­
nificant modification of that 
rule.” Therefore the permission 
was withdrawn.
The committee believes that 
instead of changing the interpre­
tation of the rule at this time, 
in view of the review of all the 
college rules coming up in the
Scott Sherman, a true son of the old South, bids adieu to 
two admiring southern belles, Judith Williams and Mary 
Hamilton, in a scene from the melodrama which was one 
of the highlights of the LUC variety show held last Satur­
day night at the Knights of Pythias.
Encampment petitions are 
doe no later than midnight 
tonight. They will not be ac­
cepted if they are late. Tho«e 
receiving petitions include: 
Gail Meier and Pat Daniels, 
(o l man; Charlie Scruggs, 
Brokaw; Judy P e t e r s o n ,  
Ormsby; Alice T a u s s i g ,  
Washington House; Brenda 
Brady and Sue Daniels, Sage; 
George Friend and Ashley 
Haase, quad.
The list of those chosen to 
attend the April 29. 39. and 
May 1 weekend will be pub­
lished in the April 8 Lawren­
tian.
This week Film  Classics 
brings an unusual film from 
an unusual country. It is 
“Bed of Grass’’ from Greece. 
The story, taking place in 
present-day Greece, is con­
cerned with tiie sufferings of 
a beautiful girl at the hands 
of superstitious and back­
ward villagers.
The striking country and 
the excellent camera work 
make “Bed of Grass’’ one of 
the most beautiful films to 
come out of Greece. Show­
ings will be in Stansbury the­
ater on Sunday, March 20. at 
1:30 and 7:30 p.m.
The Great Trek North
i i Hey> Wait for Us> Jack 
A Study in Fast Politics
By JUDITH W ILLIAM S and ERIC HANSEN
We’ve heard of running fur president, but this is ridicu­
lous! The four of us, Margie Carroll. Judith Williams. Eric 
Hansen, and Ton* Weber, discovered one day last week 
what sunrise looks like from the Lawrence campus and 
what a presidential hopeful goes through to receive his 
party’s nomination. As part of Senator John F. Kennedy’s 
official party, we remained with him from the wee hours 
of the morning of Friday, March 11. through several hand­
shakes apiece (Judith holds the record with 4>), until his 
final reception of the day concluded at the Masonic Tem­
ple at 11 :00 p.m.
Delta Gamma and Sigma 
Phi Epsilon will sponsor the 
first studenHecture Frater­
nity Forum this Sunday In 
the Cnlon Lounge at 1:30. 
Dick Bromley will discuss 
the subject of Jazz in a talk 
entitled “ Improvisation ver­
sus Notes.” and will play ap­
propriate recordings to Il­
lustrate his points. Everyone 
is urged to attend this first 
student lecture Forum.
Short Stories
Sketches
Poetry
Essays
Ink Drawings 
The Contributor is accept­
ing material NOW!
near future, the previous inter­
pretations should stand f#r this 
function.
The existing interpretation in­
volves the distinction between 
public and private' bars. Accord­
ing to a member of the adminis­
tration. the rule on the use of 
intoxicants has previously been 
interpreted as allowing the con­
sumption of alcohol at a college 
affair if the bar at the place 
where It is held is a public one— 
that is. If the party were not 
closed to those outside the col­
lege and if the bar were ordi­
narily open for public use. The 
Committee on Administration 
viewed the setting up of a bar 
specifically for a college func­
tion as contrary to the existing 
interpretation; on these grounds 
they reversed the former decis­
ion.
Because of the later decision 
and the distinction between pub­
lic and private bars. Beta Theta 
Pi and Kappa Alpha Theta have 
changed the location of the par­
ty from the Knights of Pythias 
Hall to Stroebe's Island. Liquor 
may be consumed at this place 
because it contains a public bar 
rather than one set up expressly 
for this party.
The morning began, propheti­
cally enough, when the lead car 
in the caravan which went to 
meet Mr. Kennedy took a 
wrong turn before even leaving 
Appleton. We accompanied Mr. 
Lester Balliet, Mr. Carl Wyland 
and a vivacious lady alderman, 
Mrs. Dorothy Stillings. who 
proved that, not only can wo­
men drive at speeds exceeding 
50 miles per hour but that no 
city council should be without 
an alderman of the genUer sex 
to keep them on their toes.
Heading into the wilds of 
northern Wisconsin where men 
are farmers and politicians tread 
lightly, our first slop was the 
Veterans’ Home of the Grand 
Army of the Republic, at King. 
It was at this point that we dis­
covered to our horror and con­
fusion that we had lost Margie 
and Tom. By the time we re­
joined us, we had lost Senator 
Kennedy, and they had driven 
through the Babylon of the 
North, Waupaca, four times. 
We hurried on to Manawa where 
we hoped to catch up with 
the good Senator. Here we en­
countered something which was 
to impress us throughout our 
day’s travels.
Gathered in the Little town’s 
school gymnasium were the peo­
ple of that community, the men 
in their overalls, the women in 
their kerchiefs, the band play­
ing “On Wisconsin.” There was 
a wonderfully inciting air of 
old-time electioneering, achiev­
ed even at 8 o’clock in the morn­
ing. The faces of these people 
exhibited a deep and vital con­
cern for what Senator Kennedy 
hud to say. We encountered 
this same scene, high school 
band and all, in  every one of 
the litUe northern Wisconsin 
towns we visited. Everywhere, 
old-fashioned politics offered an 
opportunity for the women to 
get together at their tables of 
coffee and donuts, and the men 
to leave their winter chores in 
the bam  to get together in the 
community hall or high school.
At Manawa, we discovered 
that we had lost the opportunity 
to chauffeur Mr. Kennedy. The 
7th District Democratic Com­
mittee refused to relinquish the 
Senator until he left their dis­
trict, sometime that afternoon.
Taking heart, we raced at 75 
nules per hour behind Senator 
Kennedy’s Kelly-green Lincoln, 
the entire procession escorted 
fore and aft by Manawa s finest 
sirens blaring and red lights 
blazing. Our next stop was the 
Wolf River Sausage Company. 
Senator Kenndy shook hands 
again (by this time Judith was 
keeping count), and then prov­
ed that chivalry is not dead by 
refusing to allow the female 
members of the party to follow 
him into the slaughter room 
We were much intrigued by the 
ridiculous little machines which 
stuffed sausage filling into skins. 
The educational portion of our 
day being completed, we were 
off to the Nagreen Hotel in 
Weyauwega where Lawrence 
alum Tom Christie (’59) ltd  the 
high school band in a musical 
tribute to the Senator which in­
cluded “Anchors Away."
Next, we arrived at the Four- 
Wheel Drive plant and Clinton- 
ville (population 4,657). Here 
we spent much fruitless effort
Senator John F. Kennedy, Democratic presidential aspir­
ant, is shown here as he spoke to Lawrence College stu­
dents in the Union Friday, March 11. For a full report on 
Kennedy’s Wisconsin campaign see story on this page.
trying to figure out what one 
made at a four-wheel drive 
plant— no one seemed to know— 
and finally concluded that it 
must be four-wheel drives. Since 
only a few members of the party 
went through the plant, we used 
our talents to corner .Mr. O'Don- 
nel, the Senator's campaign 
manager, to get Mr. Kennedy to 
speak at I>awrcnce. Erie, hav­
ing wheedled a commitment out 
of him. cant'd Dean llubbel 
(collect) to arrange for publi­
city and to reserve the I nion 
for 7:45 that evening.
A ripple of excitement went 
through the party upon hearing 
that Senator Humphrey would 
land at a near airport at any 
moment. More hands to shake! 
Thanks to Tom s daredevil driv­
ing, we managed to secure a 
position (which we held through 
hell, high water, and, in spite 
of other ambiUous members of 
the party, throughout the rest 
of the day), directly behind the 
Kennedy car. At the airport we 
saw history made as the two 
presidential aspirants greeted 
oach other. (More hand shak­
ing.) In keeping with the buch* 
olic atmosphere of the day’s 
proceedings, we were off to a 
local farm to have pictures tak­
en in a properly rural setting 
It was here that we made our 
television debut on that eve­
ning’s newsreel.
Our lunehe<vn at noon in Shaw­
ano gave us an opportunity to 
meet local dignitaries and vis­
iting firemen. We also met Mr». 
Kennedy, who joined the party 
at Shawano. F a s h i o n  note: 
(Margie and Judy) Mrs. Ken­
nedy was lovely in a dress of 
cherry wool, eollarless, with a 
fashionably short helled skirt. 
(Eric and Tom): Ol vey!
The throbbing of drums greet­
ed us at the Indian reservation 
at Keshena. Having given an 
appropriate speech (something 
about our early American heri­
tage), Senator Kennedy wus 
made an honorary Menomonee 
and appropriately named “Great 
Ixader.” Mr. Kennedy’s face 
was a mixture of surprise and 
bewilderment when two elderly 
Menomonee squaws led him on­
to the dance floor to do the In ­
dian rendition of the two-step. 
Mrs. Kennedy joined the dance, 
partnered by a five-year-old 
Indian lad.
Next, we were off to New 
London where Kennedy made 
an appropriate speech at the 
high school. Hy this time we had 
heard enough of Mr. Kennedy’s 
speeches to know what he was 
going to say and we amused 
ourselves hy collecting quote* 
(“ Henry Clay once said . . ."). 
We had long lost count of the 
number of times we had had our 
hands shaken. It was here that 
we left the 7th district. Hoping 
to pounce upon Mr. Kennedy 
and get him into our car, we 
waiU'd for him with bated 
breath. We were stunned to see 
him drive off with the mayor of 
Madison who had Just driven 
up. So, we had to he content 
with driving his campaign man­
ager and the representative 
from Time, Life, and Fortune, 
from Shawano to KesTiena.
Our last stop took us to the 
Noenah AF-ClO Hall. We then 
took our leave of the party to 
return to Lawrence. A bite for 
dinner and off to the Union to 
welcome the Senator to cam­
pus.
By the way, our hot>es were 
(Continued on Page 2)
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Mortar Board Presents 
Student Lecture Series
Choir Tour Proves To Be 
Interesting, Tiring, Fun
By PENNY VANDEHEY
This year’s concert choir tour was a real experience in 
many ways. Although the tour officially started March 7, 
in reality it started Sunday. March 6, when the choir trav­
eled to Green Bay to give a combined concert with the 
Green Bay Symphonette.
The choir sang an a-capella section after the orchestra 
performed two pieces and then the two groups combined, 
doing works by Bach, Mous- ----------------------------
sorgsky, Gliere, Gilbert and 
Sullivan, and the Waring ar­
rangement of “Battle Hymn of 
the Republic.”
Bright and early Monday 
morning choir members board­
ed the buses for Edgerton high 
school where they had a work­
shop for their choir, under the 
direction of a Lawrence alum, 
Carroll Gonzo. A concert for 
the school followed. Next stop 
was Chicago and a program for 
the Chicago chapter of the 
Alumni Association, at the Pru­
dential Building. Much later in 
the evening, tired choristers ar­
rived at Lake Forest College, 
where they stayed Monday and 
Tuesday nights.
A convocation program for 
Lake Forest students was the 
first thing on the agenda on 
Tuesday; an assembly program 
at Deerpath School in the after­
noon, and workshop and pro­
gram at Lake Forest Academy 
followed.
Second Semester 
Enrollment 847
With the graduation in Feb­
ruary of six Lawrentians, with­
drawal of 56 others, and entry 
or re-entry of 10 others, enroll­
ment second semester, includ­
ing college and conservatory 
students, number 847
February graduates include 
Robert Bergman, Joyce Ward 
Fox, Judith Harwood, Donald 
L o r e n z .  Dana Parker, and 
George Resch.
Five men and five women 
joined the Lawrence community 
at the same time: Sandra Azzi, 
Mrs. Mary Buchanan. Mona 
Cristen, Robert Griffen. Lenny 
Hall. Roho Llerandi, Mrs. Nan­
cy McKey, Carol Miller. Her­
bert White, and Eugene Wilcox.
This year, for the first time 
Iota Chapter of Mortar Board 
will feature student speakers in 
its annual lecture series. Too of­
ten, the Chapter feels, the stu­
dent body looks to outside speak­
ers and faculty for intellectual 
stimulation while students them­
selves are involved in a vital 
learning process — a process 
which often yields surprising 
and generally unrecognized re­
sults. The aim of the coming 
series is to capitalize on work 
done on the undergraduate lev­
el by outstanding students in a 
number of fields
The first in a series of three 
lectures will be held next Tues­
day evening, March 22 at 8:15 
p.m. In the Art Center. Hope 
Smith, John Beck, Tom Schulz, 
George Friend, and (*huck Wur- 
ster will present ‘‘Research on 
Fetal Development,” work re­
sulting from a combination of 
tutorial study and an honors 
project now being conducted by 
Hope Smith. The presentation 
will Include slides and an ex­
perimental operation on a lab­
oratory rat.
Judy Schwendener will pre­
sent the second lecture of the 
series. Her work entitled “Egyp­
tian Afterlife” will be given on
Kennedy Appears 
Briefly In Union; 
Talks to Students
Presidential aspirant Senator 
John F. Kennedy of Massachu­
setts made a brief appearance 
at the Union last Friday night. 
A crowd of over three hundred 
waited more Uian luilf an hour 
to hear Kennedy talk.
Senator Kennedy spoke about 
ten minutes and then answered 
individual questions from the 
throng surrounding him. In his 
prepared talk, he encouraged 
the students to look upon |m>Ii- 
tics as a challenging and re­
warding career. Mr. Kennedy 
also commented on the difficulty 
of modern administrative decis- 
mn-making. It is his policy. he 
said, to surround himself with 
"intellectual" advisers so his 
decisions will be as well-formu­
lated as possible. The senator 
mentioned that he thought the 
present president has not done 
an adequate job of decision- 
making.
Mr Kennedy remarked U|x»n 
the extreme importance of the 
19(50 Wisconsin presidential pri­
mary on April He feels that 
"as Wisconsin jioes, so goes the 
Democratic convention.”
A reception for Senator Ken­
nedy was held in the Masonic 
Temple following this appear- 
ance
Honors Committee 
Hosts 35 Juniors
Thirty-five juniors, eligible to 
dt» Honors work next year, re­
ceived invitations to the annual 
Honors Tea, which took place 
on Friday, March 11 They 
heard various senior Honors 
students talk about the pro­
gram.
Those invited include Sue Ba­
ker, Beverly Baldwin, Al Ber­
man. l*arry Bouquet. Denise 
Boyd. Brenda Brady. Judy Bur- 
meister. Bob Cain, W e n d y 
Crouch, Pat Daniels, Janet 
IVempsey, Julie Esch, Mike Fibs­
ter. George Friend. A s h 1 e y 
Haase. Eric Hansen. Kathy 
Koon. Gary Larson, Jeff Law 
rence. Mary l<ou Lloyd. Pat 
Lufkin. Nancy Marsh. Sue Ma­
son. Jo Ann Nelson. Buffv Nel­
son, Carol Oelke. Don Patter­
son. Chainin' Kansom. Sally Sar­
ins, I ’hyllis Spinner. Pat Tram- 
bauer. Ed Treick. Tom Weber, 
Gwynn Williams and Ja> Wil­
liams.
Thursday, March 31 at 8:15 p.m. 
in the Union Lounge. Whereas 
the first group of speakers take 
the beginning of life as their 
point of departure, Judy will 
concern herself with death and 
the mysterious life which an­
cient Egyptians believed to fol­
low death.
Concluding the series, Janet 
Dempsey will present a consid­
eration of Vincent Van Gogh’s 
painting “ Night Cafe” on Tues­
day, April 5 at 8:15 p.m. in the 
Art Center. Janet, an English 
major, will analyze the work by 
Van Gogh from a number of 
points of view.
Recently the campus has ques­
tioned a seeming over-emphasis 
on grades to the exclusion of 
the essential worth of education. 
It Ls hoped that the Mortar 
Board lecture series will redi­
rect attention to a c a d e m i c  
achievements of value In their 
own right rather than in terms 
of the omnipotent Grade they 
receive.
Orchesis to Present 
Trip Around World
"Have Leotard—Will Travel” 
is the theme chosen by Law­
rence college's modem dance 
club, Orchesis. for its program 
at 8:00 p.m. tonight in Stans- 
bury Theater.
Scenes from the Alps, Hawaii, 
Bourbon Street, and the Wild 
West are among those to be 
portrayed by the twelve mem­
bers of the club. Also repre­
sented will be numbers depict­
ing a slave market, a bull fight, 
the Creation, Chicago, New 
York, and a jazz feature.
President of the organization 
is Carol Chmiel. Other officers 
and m e m b e r s  include Sheila 
Moyle, vice-president; Beverly 
Ansink, secretary - treasurer; 
Pat Gilmore, publicity; Susan 
Brehm, Karen Borchardt, Carol 
Schweger. Dorothy Lund, Emily 
Stong. Mary Hamilton, Anne 
Pclizzoni, Shirley Fox. Andrea 
Peters. Mary Schindel. Enid 
Skripka, and Judith Nelson
Steefel Compares 
Classical Features 
Of Poussin, Monet
Antiquity is usually thought of 
as “ancient, dead, and for the 
birds,” stated Mr. Steefel in 
his lecture sponsored by Eta 
Sigma Phi Wednesday night, 
March 9, in the Art Center. A 
comparison of the classical as­
pects of Poussin’s and Monet's 
paintings was the subject of the 
talk by the head of the Art De­
partment.
Although Steefel did not re­
fute his opening statement, he 
contended that men cannot put 
away what they have once dis­
covered. Poussin’s painting, “ Et 
in Arcadia Ego,” brings out the 
parenthetical structure, the cen­
tralizing, and the fundamental 
order of classical art, but it 
also bears the freshness and 
vividness of nature found in the 
impressionistic period. Both art­
ists, Poussin and Monet, claim 
to be realists. Monet, however, 
seems to portray this character­
istic even more than Poussin, 
particularly in his painting of 
the luncheon. In this painting, 
the illegitimate son brings out 
the Herculean feature of classi­
cal' art and again there is a 
structural arrangement to the 
painting. On the other hand, 
Monet is said to be the founder 
of modem art, which is the di­
rect antithesis of antiquity.
Both painters combine classi­
cal and romantic characteristics 
in their paintings. In this period 
of modem art, we are “classic 
only in the sense that we are 
romantic.” Steefel declared.
SAl News
Sigma Alpha Iota, profession­
al music fraternity for women, 
elected the following officers for 
IM H R
President. Judy Kollath; vice- 
president. J il l Grande; record­
ing secretary. Jenny Bartlett; 
corresponding secretary, Ruth 
Rathbun; treasurer, I^aurine 
Zautner; chaplain. Janet Rey­
nolds; program chairman, San­
dra Williams; editor, Marty 
Melstrom; sergeant - at - arms, 
Judy Goodrich.
CONCERT AT ACADEMY 
The concert at the Acadamy 
proved to be one of the high 
points of the tour. After seeing 
a musical version of Thoreau’s 
“ Walden,” and dining, the choir 
performed in the Great Hall 
which gave the impression of 
singing in a castle or a cathe­
dral.
Leaving Lake Forest Wednes­
day morning, the choir headed 
for Maine Township high school 
in Park Ridge. From there it 
journeyed to Kemper Hall in 
Kenosha—then back to Apple­
ton.
T O I'R  A SUCCESS 
Credit must be given to Mr. 
Maesch, the director. Miss Inge 
Weiss, who was women's chap­
erone, and tour manager Dave 
Langhaug for a successful and 
interesting tour.
More About
Kennedy Tour
(Continued from Page 1>
at least partially realized when 
one of our party, the intrepid 
Mr. Weber, drove the Senator 
from the Hotel to the Union. 
And we were delighted to hear 
Kennedy give a completely new 
speech to the college audience.
Thoughts at random:
Politics is more work than it 
looks. Does he or doesn’t he, 
wear Man Tan? All small Wis­
consin towns look alike and 
probably are. Politicians' mot­
to: If it moves, shake its hand; 
if it doesn't, wave to it and 
K E EP  SM ILING! Campaigning 
is remarkably like Rush. And 
our feet hurt!
SUPPORT
P R O G R E S S
A Pilot Project for Original Research 
with Headquarters at the New
Lawrence Research Center
“shop at the store 
of friendly, helpful service"
W AC&xe
m E n 's & B o v s i
S H O P
202 E. College Avenue RE 4-3366
The Place to Go 
For the Haircut You Know..
CLIFF'S BARBER SHOP
115 N. Morrison St.
Now Serving
SHISH-KABOB
® ® Delicious marinated Lamb and 
Vegetables, barbequed and served in 
Rice on a Skewer.
Now
A  I t h e  A l l  A  e i t ’
PIZZA PALACE
815 West College Avenue
Call 4-9131
OUT OF 
CIGARETTES?
JERRY'S PIPE SHOP
y  « y ?
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4 f God As Creator” Is Topic 
Of Miss Wright’s Lecture
Miss Elizabeth Wright of the Lawrence religion de­
partment presented the last in this year’s series of Phi Beta 
Kappa lectures on Tuesday night. Speaking of “Contemp­
orary Thinking About God as Creator,” Miss Wright told 
a capacity Art Center audience that since the rise of the 
Darwinist theory of evolution much thought has been 
turned to the vital area of religion concerned with God as 
creator and creation.
Beginning with the assertion 
that scientific advances in the 
area of the world's origin are 
“ultimately irrelevant” and no 
threat to the theological idea of 
creation, Miss Wright stated 
that any opposition of ideas cre­
ated by the Darwinist contro­
versy resulted from archaic 
views of the significance of the 
Bible on one hand and the a t­
tempt to make the Bible stand 
up to the standards of a scien­
tific text on the other. Both 
views, one fundamentalist and 
the other scientific didn’t ‘take 
the Bible seriously enough,” 
said Dr. Wright.
THREE AREAS 
Mias Wright went on to divide 
her paper into the three areas
which most concern modern re- 
ligious thinkers, now that the 
Darwinist question has become 
a dead horse. They were 1) 
what the Bible teaches us about 
creation; 2) the significance of 
time and process in respect to 
creation, and, 3) the Christo log­
ical aspect of creation.
In  the first area, Miss Wright 
told her listeners that we must 
deal with the Bible on its own 
terms as an organic unity, not 
with preconceived ideas, be they 
fundamentalists or liberal. It is 
neither a scientific textbook nor 
God’s dictaphone. It is rather 
the story of a relationship, spir­
itual and historical, of God with 
his creation, the human race.
It is a dynamic affirmation of
Try one of our Eight
LENTEN SPECIALS 
SAMMY’S PIZZA PALACE
Dorm Deliveries (One 25c) - Two or More Free 
CALL 4-0292
b r i g k t  r e d  
o r  p i t c b  b l a c k
b y  L A Z Y - B O N E S
R«f. U . S. Pat. O ff. A  Caoa.it
So good-looking, *o long-wearing, 
so easy to clean! And LAZY-BONES
are good sLoes...famous for fine ii«!
8.95
HECKERT SHOE CO.
the connection between creation 
and history, In the very widest 
sense of the word. The creation 
story is only very secondarily 
an attempt to explain the be­
ginnings of the universe. It is 
primarily the result of the need 
to show the importance of his­
tory.
Miss Wright went on with some 
evidence to indicate that the 
story of Genesis was written 
comparatively late in the Bib­
lical sequence and was an at­
tempt to push back the self to a 
time beyond. It is the pushing 
of faith in the present relation­
ship between God and His de­
pendent, man, to its ultimate 
origin.
T IM E AND PROCESS
The significance of time and 
process with respect to creation 
was the second area which Miss 
Wright dealt with. We are im ­
mediately struck with the idea of 
creation as conUnuous process 
working throughout history in 
our readings in the Bible. The 
rigid inclusion of creaUon into a 
space of six days creates only 
"pseudo-problems and destroys 
for us one of the most fruitful 
aspects of the idea of creation, 
stated Miss Wright. The Crea- 
tor-creature relationship as a 
constant growing process is of 
ultimate importance, far over­
shadowing the “when and hows” 
of the Biblical creation narra­
tive. Process is necessary to 
any meaningful concept of cre­
ation; the “ all-at-once” view is 
too narrow. However, we mu6t 
be careful not to equate God
with process, cautioned Dr. 
Wright. Creation and process 
are meaningful only in terms of 
a transcendent Being beyond 
process, yet working in it.
The third area of concern, 
Christlogical aspects of creation, 
led Miss Wright into the realm 
of creaUon as its affects the 
ChrisUan testament. Here she 
drew many ideas from the 
thought of Carl Barth. The sub­
stance of the argument is that 
creation can have no signifi­
cance without Jesus Christ. God 
as Creator makes no sense with­
out Christ, for Christ is the ex­
pression of the ultimate mean­
ing of creaUon as it affects 
man. Christ is what the cos­
mos is for. He is the epitome 
of the Creator-created relation­
ship.
IN T H IN K
Dr. Wright ended her lecture 
with some of the existential as­
pects of creation. “ We are faced 
with a stark fact,” she said. 
"The world and nothing in it 
has any claim to existence.” 
The "metaphysical shock” of 
this realization can be well ex­
perienced by playing the game 
of “ Unthink."  If one were to 
image any object out of exist­
ence, and sense the difference 
in reality because of this, one 
is led to some rather fascinating 
results. The game gets "pain­
fully personal" however when 
one unthinks onesself out of ex­
istence — and most uncomforta­
ble if everyone who is playing 
the game does It at the same 
time. One can win only by think­
ing oneself out of existence and
COMING TO CHICAGO
F OR  THE  W E E K E N D ?
Students (men or women), Couples, 
Families, Groups on Tour.
S T A Y  AT T H E  YMCA HOTEL
• At rti« «d g« of th* loop
•  Accom m odation* f o r  2,000 
• Ratet : $2 .50 and  up 
• For Reiervotioni, writ* Dopt. *1 * S26  South W abath  Aw#., Ch icago 5, IN.
Statistic!
The other day our vice president in charge of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke 
58 million times a day. You can look at this 2 ways:
Either we’ve got an incredibly thirsty 
individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the 
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpretation.
BE REALLY REFRESHEO
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
La SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Oshkosh, Wisconsin
out of significance. It is at this 
point that the existential prob­
lem of existence is most appar­
ent. It is also at this point that 
the mystery and “grace” of cre­
ation which is the center of 
much contemporary religious 
thought.
Miss Wright ended the pro­
gram by answering question» 
relating to the relationship of 
man to the idea of creation and 
scientific data which makes the 
creative process so very unspec­
tacular.
Kirk, Hansen 
Attend Meeting
Mr. Harlan Kirk, Business 
Manager of the collcge, and 
Eric Hansen, co-editor of the 
LAWRENTIAN and SEC repre­
sentative, will attend a meeting 
of Midwest Conference college 
presidents and student govern­
ment heads on Saturday. March 
19.
I V  meeting, to be held at 
C'hicago's University Club, will 
begin with luncheon at go— . 
The luncheon will be followed 
with separate meetings of Ike 
college administrators and at»- 
dent government repreaeat»- 
tives. The purpose of the 
sions is to give representative» 
of the college* in the conference 
an opportunity to discuss com­
mon problems and concerns and 
to exchange information. T V  
conference Hill end late on Sat­
urday afternoon.
Cusic Stresses 
Duties of SEC 
Representatives
The shortness and apparent 
fruitlessness of Monday night’s 
meeting brought a warning 
from the new President, Dick 
Cusic, that such meetings would 
not be tolerated In the future. 
He emiitia sized the duty of the 
representatives to bring ideas to 
the body and report hap|>enings 
to their respective groups. Ex­
pressing his ama/.ement at the 
lack of response during the calls 
for committee re|x>rts, old and 
new business, Cusic stated his 
determination not to let the 
SEC degenerate to some <rf its 
past lows In student resjxmse 
and interest. He stated that 
positive action would be brought 
against representatives who did 
not fulfill their functions.
A short discussion of the Car- 
navology then took plac e. While 
some considered it an overall 
success, many felt that It was 
successful in spite of tltr weak 
planning and confusion that 
went into it and the opposition 
created in some circles. A re­
port on the project is expect«! 
from Art Ullian next week.
IT’S
MURPHY’S
Good Haircuts 
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M a n
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Best Vike Showing in Journal Games
Pinkerton Runs 4:23.7 Mile, 
Places 6th; Relay Tearn 2nd
Tad Pinkerton ran his best indoor mile of his career, 
and the Lawrence four-man relay team made a fine show­
ing in finishing' a close second in the College 8-lap relay, 
as Lawrence made their best showing in years in the Mil­
waukee Journal Indoor Trackmeet last Saturday .night. 
The Waupaca flash, running against some of the top Col­
legiate Milers in the country, was timed at 4:23.7 in his 
first competition of the season finished sixth. The race was 
won by Bill Gregory of Minnesota with a brilliant time of 
4:10.7 breaking the meet record by 1.3 seconds. Jim Bow­
ers of Illinois also broke the record with a time of 4:11.6. 
Oddly enough had Tad been running in the Journal Mile, 
the supposed feature race with the nation’s top Milers, he 
would have finished a not too distant fifth. 1 he time was 
by far his greatest indoor record. He holds the school’s 
outdoor mile record at 4:17.6, set last year, and also won 
the Midwest Conference championship last year in that 
event.
It wan a brilliant rare. After 
running neck and n w t  with 
Gregory over the first lap, he 
Mpurted ahead to a slim lead in 
the second lap. He continued 
to hold a lead of varying lengths 
for the next four laps. On the 
.sixth lap. Bowers edg^d him 
out for the lead, and then Tad 
began to slip back. By the 8th 
lap he wan running in 6th posi­
tion with the field slowly drift­
ing away from him. On the fi­
nal lap, be produced a fine kick, 
but the leaders were too distant.
The relay team stayed in sec­
ond place against Beloit and
Ripon throughout the race. 
Mike Ulwelling began the race 
for Lawrence, but trailed the 
Beloit runner throughout his 
two laps by about five to ten 
yards. Chuck Collins, running 
second, lost a little more ground 
on the leader. Ron Traver and 
Al Bond both picked up a Uttle 
of the lost yardage, but Beloit 
was too hard to catch. Beloit 
finished with a time of 2:26.1, 
Lawrence with 2:28.2, and R ip ­
on a distant 2:36.6 Individual 
times for Lawrence were Ulwel­
ling, 37.1; Collins, 37.8; Traver, 
37.0; and Bond 36.3.
Smith to Wrestle in NCAA; 
Risks Two Year W in Streak
Bob Smith. Lawrence’s-Midwest Conference Champion 
at I’M pounds, will compete in this year’s NCAA wrestling 
tournament. He and Coach Bernie Heselton will drive out 
to Baltimore, Maryland, next week to give Lawrence their 
first representation in this meet in history. Approximately 
175 of the best college wrestlers in the nation will compete 
in the meet on March 24, 25, and 26. Other Midwest Con­
ference wrestlers to compete in the meet will be Row of 
Knox, winner of the 137 pound class, Neal of ( arleton, sec­
ond in the 177 pound class, and most of the Cornell squad, 
the winners of the meet.
Smith should face his first 
stiff competition in two years of 
wrestling. Last year he pinned 
all his opponents, and won the 
Conference title in Uie heavy­
weight class This year he re­
la t e d  the feat pinning all his 
opponents, and winning the 
Conference 191 |>nund title
Coach Bernie llei*elU»n could 
hazard no guess as to how well 
SmiUi would do. Never having 
attended the NCAA matches, he 
lias no idea of Uie caliber of the 
nit'll participating. However, he 
felt Uie meet would be invalua­
ble both for Smith ¿md for the 
rnUre team " Regardless «if how 
well Bob does, the rxperienee of 
watching Uie nation's be*t in ac­
tion. and participating against 
top competitors will be valuable 
both to him and to the enUre 
team.”
He’s off and running — another 
fine start.
Quad Squads
The Phi Delts won the inter- 
fratem ity swimming meet last 
Friday at the Alexander Gym­
nasium. They amassed a total 
of 43 points in the meet. The 
Betas were second with 27 Vi 
points, and the Delts were third 
with 20 points. The Sig-Eps with 
13. the Fijis with 84 , and the 
Phi Taus with 8 round out the 
scoring.
The Betas have won the bas­
ketball tournament this year 
with the Phi Delts taking sec­
ond place. In make-up games 
recenUy, the Phi Delts beat the 
Sig-Eps 40-36; the Independents 
beat the Betas. 58-47; and the 
Phi Taus won on a forfeit from 
the Fijis. In games the next 
week, the Betas beat the Phi 
Delts. the Independents trounced 
the Delts, and the Sig Eps won 
on a forfeit, again from the F i­
ji*.
(F inal)
Beta ............................... 10 2
Phi Delt 9 3
Independent ............... 8 4
Delt 7 5
Phi Tau ........................  5 7
Sig Ep 3 9 
F iji ...............................  a 12
Bob Smith will face all of the nation’s best next weekend 
at the NCAA finals at the U. of Maryland.
’¿V The Fox Cities’ Leading Bank -fr
APPLETON STATE BANK
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By LYLE  DRETE
Where Are We Headed? 
Please Help Me Find Out
1949 to 1953—Vike Football squad loses only two Foot­
ball games. — Vike Basketball team wins 44 while losing 
32. — Vike teams in all other sports finish no less than 4th 
place in conference competition.
1957—Vike coach pictured in Sports Illustrated as his 
basketball team* finally breaks an over a year long losing 
streak. 1958 — I^awrence begins basketball practice with 
four players. 1959 — Vike Football team starts the season 
with seven backs; etids with five.
What has happened to our athletic tradition? Is some­
thing to be done to halt this depression, or will our athletic 
program be lost in the pursuit for academic endeavor? In 
the next few weeks the sports page is going to take a long 
and careful look into the many facets of this problem and 
try to discover where out athletic program is headed. I w ill 
try to present a wide scope of ideas in this inquiry, and in 
the end hope to have at least a better understanding of just 
what the school’s athletic policy is—what it will be in the 
future—and what can be done to improve our present set­
up if it is agreed that a successful athletic program is valid. 
Members from the administration, faculty, sports depart­
ment, and the student body will be interviewed ahd asked 
to express their views on this subject in the hopes that 
some outlook can be established.
An inquiry of this type can only be successful it some 
serious thought is given to it by everyone. Please keep 
your ideas in mind, and feel free to express them. As al­
ways, letters from any interested person will be printed. 
Please help us.
SQUARE 
TOE
p e d w in
Black and Brown
10.99
Wear it where you w ish . . .  this square toe 
style will blend with any wardrobe on any 
occasion.
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“Velvety Style of 19th Century” Seen 
In Curtis String Quartet Program
By SKIP NEBEL
Ihrough the generosity of a friend of Lawrence Col­
lege, the Curtis String Quartet from Philadelphia perform­
ed in the Chapel last Friday. The small but appreciative 
audience was treated to a program of chamber music done 
in the velvety style of a century string quartet. From the 
very first passages, one could sense a deep warmth not 
usually found in the performances of other American quar­
tets.
The program began with the 
Quartet in D major, opus 76, 
No. 5 by Haydn. The work in 
four movements included Alle- 
gretto-Allegro, very tastefully 
done with the crispness required 
by Haydn; Largo, beautifully 
flowing and lyric; Menuetto, 
daintily and sensitively render­
ed; and Presto, skilfully per­
formed with special credit go­
ing to Mr. Orlando Cole, 'cell­
ist, for his brilliant handling of 
technically difficult passages.
Next was Joaquin Turinas 
“ La Oracion del Torero!” The 
work was wonderfully evocative 
with brilliant dynamic shadings 
and typical Spanish harmonies. 
The Canzonetta from the Quar­
tet No. 1, opus 12 by Mendels­
sohn employed the strings as 
delicately as in the Scherzo 
from the composer’s “Midsum­
mer Night’s Dream.” Here 
again the performance was 
clean, crisp, and musical. To
Con Notes
A Senior Composition recital 
w ill take place at 8:15 p.m., in 
Harper Hall on Thursday, March 
24. Ronald Sindelar and Clyde 
Duncan, piano, will perform 
Prelude and Fugue XX  in A 
m inor from the Well-Tempered 
Clavier, Volume I, by Bach, and 
Sonata No. 3 by Hindemith. Per­
forming Mr. Sindelar's own 
composition entitled “Sonata” 
w ill be Don Niemi, clarinet; 
Virginia Montgomery, viola; 
Jean Jepson, English horn; and 
Jan  Smitcker, violincello. Six­
teen students will sing Sinde- 
la r ’s "Missa Brevis.”
On Monday, March 21, Phi 
Mu Alpha will present pianist 
Joseph Running in a recital at 
8:15 p.m. in Harper Hall. Tick­
ets for the performance can be 
purchased at Heid’s and from 
any Phi Mu Alpha member.
Mezzo-soprano Kay Mueller 
presented her senior recital on 
Sunday, March 13. Assisting 
her were flutist Judy Bell, vio­
linist Lucy Heiberg of the fac­
ulty, and v i o l o n c e l l i s t  
Jan  Smucker.
Zi Sa. a senior baritone, and 
Nancy Sullivan, junior bassoon 
soloist, presented a recital to­
day in Harper Hall. Zi Sa chose 
several Korean folk songs as 
part of the program, together 
with works by Giordani, Schu­
bert, and Verdi. Nancy played 
two concerts, by Mozart and 
Phillips.
lighten the program, the group 
played the satiric Polka from 
“The Golden Age” by Dmitri 
Shostakovich. The bright wit 
of the composer was conveyed 
by the Quartet to an audience 
willing to accept this change in 
mood.
After the intermission, the en­
semble performed the Quartet 
No. 6 in F major, opus 96, sub­
titled “The American” by An­
tonin Dvorak. The work was in 
four movements; Allegro ma 
non troppo. Lento, Molto Vi* 
vace, and Vivace. Dvorak's use 
of fugal passages in the fast 
movements provided ample op­
portunity for the performers to 
display their individual abili­
ties as soloists. The work was 
considerably reminiscent of the 
New World Symphony.
The encores included two 
movements from Tschaikovskys 
Quaret No. 1; Andante Cantabile 
and Scherzo. The Andante Can­
tabile was the most beautiful 
performance of Tschaikovsky 
that this listener has yet had 
the pleasure of hearing.
The program, however impres­
sive, did contain some minor 
flaws. At times, tuning in the 
rapid passages went somewhat 
astray and it must be said that 
the ensemble performed the 
slower passages more impres­
sively than the faster ones.
‘‘The Assembly and Playing 
of the Piccolo” was the topic of 
Liz Cole’s monologue presented 
at the LUC Variety Show last 
Saturday evening.
Soroities Initiate 
76 PledgesfRecentlyj
Five sororities have initiated 
a total of 76 new actives. Alpha 
Chi Omega has gained Janet 
Daum. Yvonne Hacquet, Mary 
Kincaid, and Muriel Mongin.
New Alpha Delta Pi actives 
include Karen Anderson. Carol 
Borre. Nancy Conrad. Sherily 
Fox. Judy Graham. Mary Hoi- 
lenbach, Sally Kanne. Mary 
Kirkby. Sandy Kleppin. Judy 
Lawson. Joyce Michalak. Mar­
jorie Middleton, Carol Miller, 
Karen Prahl. Penny Robards. 
Judy Runneman. Meg Snyder, 
Rita Vollman.
Delta Gammas have activated 
Sandra Bartels, .lean Be/oier. 
Sun Bucklin. Linda Burch. Gail 
Faurie. Sue Holland. Karen John­
son. Peg Kennedy, Ciny Liebirh, 
Nancy I>otz, Jean Malloch, Carol 
Mameck. Marilyn Nelson. Mary 
Restifo. Nina Roberts, Barbara
Schultz. I/ori Viseareillo, Joan 
Werness, Lynda Williams, and 
Nancy Wynn.
Kappa Delta initiates include 
Gretchen Ford. Kay Halorson, 
Kay Hilfert. Georgia Hupp. Sue 
Kline. Sue Lucia. Marilyn Mun- 
dy, Linda Peterson. Dorothy 
Polzin, Joanne Rosulek. Jodie 
Steinmetz. Ilona Tauck. Nancy 
Van Scoy. Bonny Weller, and 
Jane Wescott.
New Thetas include Sue Ad­
ams, Brenda Brady, Jacquey 
Brown, Elizabeth Cole, Karen 
Fltgroth, Karen Hamilton. Geor­
gia Hansen. Sally lluffmann, 
Julie Hutchison, Bonnie Maier, 
Joan Paulson, Judy Perry, Ann 
Peterson. Paula Presba, Karen 
Severson, Sue Slocum. Ann Turn­
er. Rosalie. Ward, and Janis 
White
Marines to Land 
At Lawrence
The Marines will land once 
again at Lawrence college when 
they make their last officer se­
lection visit of the school year 
March 30 and 31.
Led by Captain A. A. Laporte, 
the Chicago-based team plans to 
discuss the in-college officer 
programs with Lawrence under­
graduates and graduating sen­
iors. They will be located in 
the Student Union.
During a previous trip to Law­
rence, the team publicized their 
programs, generating consider­
able interest.
“We hope that in the interim 
these students have had a 
chance to discuss the programs 
with their parents," commented 
Captain Laporte.
He intends to interview fresh­
men. sophomores, and juniors 
interested in the Platoon Lead-
ers Classes (ground and avia­
tion.) The PLC is an in-college 
program requiring only six-week 
training sessions during two 
summer vacations, while the 
OOC is a 10-week course after 
graduation. Both result in Re­
serve second lieutenant com­
missions and active duty rang­
ing from three years for ground 
officers to four and one-half 
years for aviators.
He intends also to discuss the 
Women Officers Training Class 
with sophomore, junior and sen­
ior women. This program leads 
to a second lieutenant commis­
sion and two years active duty 
after graduation for college 
women.
Captain Laporte is an infantry 
officer and veteran o| the Kor­
ean War. He is a graduate of 
the University of Notre Dame
FLOWERS The Baseball Season
by Is Approaching . . .Listen to the Games
CHARLES on a
the ZENITH RADIOpurchased at
FLORIST Suess TV & Radio
FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS
306 E. College Ave.
PHONE 3 6464Conway Hotel Building We Service All Makes
The 1 out of 20 that didn’t get smoked
T here’s a lot of satisfaction in pointing out something good to a friend. That’s why 
it often happens that one cigarette out of a pack of Dual Kilter Tareytons never does 
get smoked.
People break it open to demonstrate its unique Dual Filter containing Activated 
Charcoal. They may not know why it works so well, but they do know this: It delivers 
far more than high filtration . . .  it brings out the best taste of the best tobuccos—as no single filter can!
Iry a pack of Tareytons. We believe the extra pleasure they bring will soon have 
you passing the good word to your friends.
H E R E ’S HOW TH E DUAL F IL T ER  DOES IT :
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
. . . definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild 
and smooth . .  .
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring 
you the real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!
NEW DUAL FILTER
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P R E S I D E N T
One of the basic weaknesses of student government 
here at Lawrence was exemplified in Monday night’s regu­
lar meeting. The weakness of which I speak has been with 
us for some time. This i* the representative system and the 
representatives themselves.
Many different methods determine the selection of an 
SEC representative. Some groups select their representa­
tive in a regular election. Others call for people to volun­
teer for this position. Some award the post as a consolation 
for the loss of an election within the group. I think it is 
evident here that the selection methods are haphazard and 
appear relatively unimportant to many groups. This should 
not be the case. Each representative should be duly elected 
from persons interested in the organization.
The SEC representative is a spokesman for the group. 
It is his duty to represent that group in every sense of the 
word. There is no excuse for any failure in this area. The 
representative is one of the few means through which we 
may have effective communication under the present con­
stitution. This means is lost when the representative fails 
in his mission.
I do not intend to allow poor representation to con­
tinue. It is detrimental to the success of SEC this year and 
to anv improvements which may be proposed. The repre­
sentative system itself is weak. Acknowledging this fact, 
we cannot afford to have the representatives themselves 
weak and inefficient.
1 invite your comments.
DICK CUSIC
The
M ELT IN G  
POT  . . .
TO THE EDITORS:
Mrs. Olga Bober, Appleton 
artist whose work is on exhibit 
during March at Lawrence's 
Worcester art center, is one of 
those rare phenomena, an ama­
teur painter who can genuinely 
command the respect of profess­
ionals and the public alike. Her 
art is the product of an intense 
dedication to serious self- ex­
pression in a difficult medium. 
Hanging from an exploration of 
abstract styles to less novel and 
more familiar problems of still 
life, portraiture, and allegorical 
figure compositions. Mrs. Bober 
brings to her subjects a con­
servative but rich insight into 
Uie power of color which ex­
presses her emotions in front of 
nature and simultaneously gives 
life to a serious and virile sense 
of design which controls and 
deepens this emotional response.
In an historical period which 
i* marked by 4 revolutionary 
fragmentation of past styles and 
It* own tradition of ince*.sant 
transformations of the status 
quo, Mrs. Hotter has not fallen 
into the trap of blind adherence 
to novelty for Its own sake nor 
has she turned away from the 
challenge of the new by a timid 
escape into the safe formula of 
the conventonal. She has. in­
stead. sought her own path, 
freely using what is available 
in both the old and the new. but 
struggling to allow h«*r own 
view of the world and her own 
temperament to manifest its«-If 
slowly and with the dignity of 
realisation which is all too un­
common nowadays.
We can trace her development 
from a greater dependence on 
her teachers in chromatic stu- 
<hes .and still life studies, to the 
astonishing freedom and almost 
imperial splendor of her most 
recent work. “Spring’' and 
’•Summer.’ painted in 19.S9 It 
is clear that she seeks to bal­
ance order with vitality in a 
fruitful synthesis which will 
make the best of each quality 
without devaluing the other Her 
early lifes are ciose to Cezanne, 
but we can already see a firm­
ness of touch and robust atten­
tion to ordering her patterns 
which begins to give a magestcr- 
tal solemnity to her fruit and 
plants without depriving them 
of a sensuous freshness which 
belongs to their nature as grow­
ing things.
In her landscapes she moves 
from a more ephemeral and at­
mospheric tonality to a more 
heroic concept of the forces 
which are to toe evoked from the 
ruggedness of the earth, the 
structure of buildings, and the 
intensity of light Her lyricism 
is deepened with her colors, and 
in “ Kaukauna" she make a mon­
ument out of a railroad yard.
If her earlier abstractions, fol­
lowing the example of Lester 
Schwartz, are almost doctrinaire 
in their gemetric rigor, careful 
scrutiny of the way she has 
matched her forms will show an 
intriguing dimension of irregu­
larity within the pattern as a 
whole and a kind of lyric in­
tensity in the thrust of the am­
biguous convex-concave hollows 
which focus on the fields of sat­
urated color containing vertical 
lines like strange targets at the 
brink of infinite space.
In her most recent works, 
whose boldness is in part stim­
ulated by the work of I'mberto 
Itomano. Mrs. Hober Is remark­
ably muscular. Her ‘*Ciypsy” , 
“ Boats at Gloucester", and the 
painting "Motherhood" remind 
one nf the intense glow of stain­
ed glass windows. Facetted into 
irreductible segments of struc­
tured. colored prisms, these im­
ages suggest a mysterious and 
intense need to go deeper into 
the energies which lie within 
things, bond them together, or 
inhibit their diffusion into in­
different randomness. A fascin­
ating play between factors and 
forces of cohesion and dispersal, 
between forces of opposition anil 
accof make these works reflect 
both the growing power of the 
artist to master her medium 
and the greater challenge of the 
forces she encounter* in her 
mastery.
The enigmatic overtones of the 
Gypsy fortune teller are suport- 
ed by the inscrutable expression 
of the subject’s face, the browTi- 
ish mystery of the color, and 
the masked surface of the pic­
ture which both conceals and re­
veals the qualities of dream and 
insight Uie time commands. 
"Motherhood” combines an al­
most tragic lonliness enhanced 
by the pervasive blueness of the 
work and its awkward, assymet- 
rical composition, but the red 
content of the blue pigment and 
the inner composure of the per­
sonages converts what might 
have been an image of sheer 
desolation into an image of cour­
age and solace. The "Fishing 
Boats at Gloucester" is also an 
unage of solitude in a potential­
ly threatening wilderness, but 
the style of the artist has trans­
muted the fam iliar spectacle of 
quaintness and the picUiresque 
into a deeper image of individual 
perception of serenity within 
of serenity within disorder, with, 
may one suggest, some im ita­
tions of immortality
Finally, in "Spring" and "Sum­
mer," the more pensive and 
melancholic imagery seems to 
bo transformed into a kind of 
seasonal change of release. The 
colors are now greens and yel­
lows. purples and pinks. The 
lines which constrain and bind 
together tills richness are re­
laxed in a more sensuous elast­
icity. Color saturates and over­
flows the forms, irradia ting 
them with a festive and moving 
naivete and freshness which, to
this writer, implies and expan­
sive freedom relevant not only 
to the subjects themselves but 
to the artist as well. It is a 
noteworthy fact that certain 
■Aery great artists—Titian, Pous­
sin. Rembrandt, Cezanne— man­
ifest a late style in their very 
old age which simultaneously 
goes beyond their so-called "m a­
ture styles and returns the vig­
or of youth. While Mr. Bober 
would be the first to disavow 
any qualitative comparison with 
these men. she has achieved, it 
seems to me, something of their 
triumphs in her own way in 
these last two works which are 
"younger than springtime’’ with­
out the infirmities of youth.
In a culture which all too of­
ten foolishly adulates the im­
mature vitality of youth at the 
expense of the responsible pow­
ers of old age, Mrs. Bober’s art 
may call into question our all 
too frequent entrancement with 
juvenalia. She is able to do this, 
I believe, not because she is un­
sympathetic to the creative ur­
gency of youthfulness, but rath­
er because she has earned the 
right to value passionate which 
has been experienced for a full 
lifetime. Instead of the frenetic 
impulsiveness or, what is more 
common today, the bland and 
facile nihilism of youthful in­
difference and complacency, Mrs. 
Bober renders visible to all who 
can take time to look and un­
derstand that life is neither ov­
er at twenty-one nor first emer­
gent at forty. Her art reveals,
I believe, that the last may yet 
he the best if pursued with dig­
nity, with courage, and, yes, 
with passion which can chal­
lenge time through its depth 
and not just its intensity. If I 
am correct in this judgement, 
the paintings of Olga Bober are 
an important event, not just in 
her life, but in ours as well. 
They stand ready to be tested 
by you, the public, and they will 
test you as much as you test 
them.
LAW RENCE STEEFEL, Jr.
TO THE EDITOR:
1 am sorry that this letter will 
reach the LAWRENTIAN office 
too late to make the February
26 edition, because its central 
concern is related to the Tues­
day convocation address. I had 
hoped to get this into press 
while the issues Dr. Knight dis­
cussed were in current debate.
I am anxious to mention some­
thing which I think directly 
pertains to the problem of “frag­
mentation" in educaUon and 
which has been offered as a 
possible solution to the problem 
in some other colleges. I am 
referring to the three-term sys­
tem now under experimentation 
at Dartmouth and other colleg­
es. The fundamental idea of 
the system is self-explanatory: 
the academic year is divided in 
three terms instead of two, and 
each student takes three cours­
es at any given time instead of 
five. The obvious intention is 
to reduce the necessity in a sys­
tem like our own of taking so 
many courses at once that there 
is an inevitable fragmentation 
of learning.
1 hear over and over again 
about how much work a student 
has to do, how he’s struggling 
along, meeting deadlines, often 
finding little meaning in what 
he’s doing. I do not think that 
his discontent springs from a 
desire to work Inw. What I 
think he wants is lese* fragmen­
tation of the work he Is doing 
and more time to concentrate 
on the particular course« he is 
taking. The three-term system 
does not make the student's 
load any less; it simply chan­
nels his energies into fewer 
courses at a given time and 
consequently affords greater 
concentration and satisfaction.
The throe-term system would 
not be the only solution to our 
problem. Whatever system we 
may be certain definite disad­
vantages to it. Whatever sys- 
indeed we consider the prob­
lem we may finally discover, if 
lem of fragmentation serious 
enough to take action, we should 
aim at greater concentration in 
fewer fields for perhaps shorter 
lengths of time. Then we may 
find that the fragmentation is 
attributable to the present meth­
od of approaching learning, raUi- 
er than to the' learning itself.
Sincerely yours, 
M ICHAEL FOSTER
from  the editors* desk . . .
In light of the continual campus complaints concerning 
the over-emphasis which Lawrence students place upon 
academic grades, several thoughts have occurred to me 
which might throw a different slant upon the problem. 
How often do you complain of our grading system to your 
friends? How often do you inquire of your lab partner 
what mark he received on the recent test or paper? All of 
us are certainly guilty of this, and yet each of us never 
cea>es to lament the importance given to academic stand­
ings at Lawrence.
I suggest several points for your consideration: Our 
prime purpose at college is to learn, and at least half of this 
process should rightfully take place in the classroom. 
Grades, as imperfect a measure of our academic develop­
ment and progress as they may be, are nevertheless indi­
cations of our success or failure to grasp what more mature 
minds than ours have deemed important. It seems to me 
that low' grades may be indicative of two things: either 
one’s lack of interest in intellectual pursuits, which can 
only be remedied by a re-evaluation of one’s motives for 
attending college, or one’s failure to assume one’s respon­
sibility which each student presumably accepted upon his 
admission to Lawrence, which can only be cured by good, 
hard work — a thing which so many students seem to fear.
Is it too much to ask the students 011 this campus to 
develop a different standard of competition — that is, com­
petition with oneself? It seems to me that by judging 
one’s own academic work by one’s previous endeavors, and 
by striving for some degree of continual improvement in 
various courses, a much more constructive and “tension- 
alleviating” method of competition will inevitably result. 
In my mind, it is the students, not the faculty members as 
many students contend, who have created the “unbearable 
emphasis” upon grades for themselves. It remains with 
each individual student to determine the importance which 
grades require, for it is certainly not likely, necessary, or 
expedient that our faculty simply abolish the system !
In short, if the Lawrence students would see fit to in­
dulge in harder and more intense work (which does not 
imply an increase in quantity), and to refrain from their 
fruitless complaining, they could very possibly relieve 
themselves of the “crucial” problem which has been plagu­
ing them ! S. M.
from the editorial board . . .
It is apparent that good things come in quick succession 
on the Lawrence campus. After our ravings about the lec­
ture given by Miss Jones 011 Camus three weeks ago we 
doubted that we would be in a position to so highly praise 
a faculty member and his work again in the near future. 
The brilliant paper delivered by Miss Elizabeth Wright of 
the religion department spoke of the involvement inherent 
in the idea of creation. It is obvious that Miss Wright her­
self was totally involved in this truly fine endeavor, which 
was so well received on Tuesday night. Those who missed 
Miss Wright’s lecture missed what will undoubtedly be 
considered one of the intellectual highlights of the year . . .
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Spring 'Fever'?
Medicines and Drugs from
☆
BELLIN G
P r e s c r i p t i o n  P h a r m a c y
• THE PHARMACY NEAREST TO CAMPUS”
204 E. College Ave., Appleton. Wis.
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